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Greg Roach, Interactive Filmmaker and Multimedia Artist

Greg Roach is the CEO and Artistic Director of HyperBole Studios, which he founded in
1990.            Greg, who holds a M.F.A. in directing, was the associate artistic director at
Stages Repertory Theatre in Houston when he left to pursue multimedia.    A playwright,
his radio play, Horse Arms, won the North American premiere of Riddley Walker, worked
as a lighting and set designer and as a puppeteer, and acted both on stage and screen,
appearing in everything from a Midsummer Night’s Dream to an episode of America’s
Most Wanted.

Considered a multimedia pioneer, Greg wrote and designed the Madness of Roland, the
world’s  first  original  interactive  multimedia  novel.  As  a  filmmaker,  he  created  the
groundbreaking narrative interactive film,  The Wrong Side of Town,  the Best of  Show
winner at the first QuickTime Film Festival. Since then, Greg’s interactive movies have
garnered more than a dozen awards around the world.    He also created VirtualCinema,
which is both an engine and a narrative approach to interactive movies.    This technology
served as the foundation for  Quantum Gate and  The Vortex, HyperBole’s most recent
most recent releases, and is now the cornerstone of HyperBole’s titles.    Greg is currently
in development on The X-Files CD-ROM Adventure, for Fox Interactive, as well as several
on-line projects.

He has been a featured speaker at many conferences and trade shows, including New
York Women in Film, Comdex, E3, and the American Chamber of Commerce in London. In
addition, he is the member of the guest faculty at San Francisco State University.

Halle Eavelyn, President BA, Communications, University of Maryland

One of the founding partners of HyperBole Studios, Halle is responsible for the company’s
business organisation.    As the original Director of Marketing, she laid the groundwork for
the company using an aggressive PR campaign for HyperBole’s rapid emergence as a
leader in multimedia.

With  a  degree  in  communications,  Halle  has  considerable  experience  in  retail  and
customer service, which helped her to gain a wide perspective on industry sales.    She
has also worked in telemarketing, and as a columnist and sales rep for an entertainment
newspaper.      Her  experience  in  acting  and  public  speaking  assists  her  in  keeping
HyperBole’s message on the leading edge of the industry.
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As Executive Producer for Quantum Gate and The Vortex, she successfully led both titles
to market by overcoming considerable obstacles.    Halle’s present concerns are the day-
to-day  business  of  running  the  company,  acting  as  a  liaison  between  the  project
divisions, and propelling the studio to it’s next stage of development.    She also speaks
on a local and national level, regarding the business of running a company or on the
state of the multimedia industry.    Past speaking engagements include Intermedia, IICS,
911 Media Arts, and various universities.    Currently, Halle is the Executive Producer for
The X-Files, which HyperBole is developing for Fox Interactive.

Paul Wayne Hiaumet, Composer and founding Partner

One if the original founders of HyperBole Studios, Paul serves as the company’s one-man
sound studio.    A musician and composer for the past seventeen years, Paul composes,
arranges,  performs,  records,  produces  and  engineers  all  sound  and  music  for  our
interactive titles.    In addition, Paul manages the sound production and editing for video,
and all contractors in the sound department.

As a writer, Paul has conceived and written such interactive works as “In the Breach of
Centuries”, a historical novel about the catastrophic Galveston, Texas hurricane of 1900.
But  his  most  popular  writing  focuses  mainly  on  black  comedy,  and  Paul’s  stories,
complete  with  quirky  doodles  and  animations,  have  appeared  often  in  HyperBole’s
interactive magazine, and are now available online on their web site.

Paul has published several works of short fiction and poetry.    Having just completed his
first full-length novel, a murder mystery, Paul is currently working on his second.

Visit our website:    
www.playstation-europe.com

Developer:    Fox Interactive        Genre: Action /Adventure :    No of
Players : 1 

Peripherals:    Controller, Memory Card
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